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Let’s All Go Phishing: Accounting Firm
Security Awareness Training
E-mail based malware and phishing attacks are frighteningly simple to create. Last
fall, an international CPA �rm association commissioned me to create some materials
and resources for their �rms.
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This year, we’ve seen an increase in the number of phishing attacks targeted at
accounting professionals and accounting �rms.  The IRS has been more vocal than
usual this year, and all of the tax software companies have tightened up the login
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requirements for anyone who has access to electronic �ling.  Security journalist
Brian Krebs reported last April on a malware gang that targeted CPAs with a
malware-based keystroke logger.  The malware can be delivered as a malicious e-mail
attachment or a link to a website that probes your computer for vulnerabilities.

Other attacks create look-alike websites for banks, software companies, web portals,
hosting companies, and even e-mail services like Of�ce 365.  During the late
December 2018 through March 15 , I received a shocking number of very good
phishing attacks.  Some of them were easy to identify as fakes, while others took a
little more work.  If I was almost fooled by some, an untrained user would be much
more likely to fall victim to the attacks.

E-mail based malware and phishing attacks are frighteningly simple to create.  Last
fall, an international CPA �rm association commissioned me to create some
materials and resources for their �rms.  During the project, I set up the open source
hacker tools available to perpetrate such an attack, including GoPhish, several bulk
commercial e-mailing services, and free SSL certi�cates from LetsEncrypt.org on a
Microsoft Azure server I rented by the hour.  With a small budget and these tools, it
was relatively simple to create fake websites, fake e-mails, and tracking servers which
stored the legitimate usernames and passwords entered by the victims.  While I
didn’t use the tools on anyone outside my organization, it was interesting to know
who clicked on links in messages, and it was eye-opening to show the victims the
usernames – and passwords – which they typed into my phishing web server.

All of this highlights the need for ongoing security training – for everyone in your
of�ce.  Just as many production employees are required to be trained in the safe
operation of equipment, of�ce workers should have security awareness training
every year.  These training sessions can be run internally by your information
technology/security staffers, or you can use one of a growing number of services
which provide the training and awareness for a monthly fee.  These �rms usually
send their initial phishing test e-mails out unannounced to employees, inform them
of their mistake and establish a pre-training baseline.

Your team will then complete a computer-based training, a webinar, or an in-person
training class to help them identify common techniques used by scammers.  After
completing the training, employees are periodically sent phishing messages, and if
they fall victim to them, they are assigned additional training and monitoring.
Management can review the results of the campaigns, and your IT team can also
customize the e-mails to match the kinds of messages received by the �rm.  You can
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learn more about some of these service offerings at the Gartner Group’s reviews site
at http://bit.ly/secaware19, or by contacting your cyber insurance vendor.  Most
organizations we speak with are testing users at least quarterly with fake messages
and larger �rms have their employees trained to send any suspicious messages to
their IT help desks for evaluation/remediation.

While your IT staff and some of your team members may already have the skills
needed to identify common security attacks in e-mail, your data is only as secure as
the weakest person on your team.  The world has changed, and accounting
professionals are now the targets of cybercriminals, and the stakes are high.  As
fraudsters �gure out that accountants are the information banks of the digital world,
they will target our �rms more aggressively, and those who do not train their
employees will pay a price.
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